
The clear choice in cordless phones! DU c FON E
DUOFONE cordless phones are built
to excel. Each must pass our tough
quality -control tests, including
temperature extremes, drop survival
and "real world" testing. All are
backed by our Satisfaction Guarantee.

ADVANCED SUPER CCT CIRCUITRY. Provides the
best -available transmission clarity while
greatly decreasing background noise and in-
creasing effective communication range.

COM-LOK' SECURITY SYSTEM and AUTO -

LOAD SECURITY CODE. Prevent unauthorized
calling through your telephone line, by other
cordless users.

PAGING SYSTEM. Lets you signal the handset
from the base so that you can page someone
using the handset or locate the handset if you
misplace it.

FLASH. For use with services like Call Waiting.

LOW -BATTERY LED INDICATOR. Shows when it is
time to recharge the battery inside the handset.
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Space -Saver With Super CCT
DUOFONE ET -440. The handset stands up-

right in the compact charger base, taking up less
space on your desk or countertop. Flexible hand-
set antenna resists breakage. You get 256 -
combination security code, base -to -handset
paging, touch-redial, flash for services like Call
Waiting, and privacy button. Has 30 speed -dial
memories, including three one -touch memories
for priority numbers. (TSP) 43-564 . . 119.95

or"

  
Our Finest! Super CCT, Speakerphone and Intercom

DUOFONE ET -495. The ultimate! Provides the best -available sound
quality and the latest features! Make or take calls using handset or the
built-in speakerphone, and talk between the two using the intercom.
Separate two-way paging "beeps" handset or base from the other
location. All 10 cordless phone channels are built-in-just touch a
button to select best reception, even during a call. Flash, 30 -memory
speed -dialing, hold, touch- redial. COM- LOK and 640,000 -
combination security code. ('SP) 43-567 159.95
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Super CCT and 30 Memories
DUOFONE ET -490. Enjoy the convenience of
cordless with corded -phone sound quality.
Super CCT system and 10 -channel operation
for extra clear reception and transmission. Just
touch a button to choose the clea'est cnannel.
Receiver volume control lets you adjust vol-
ume to a personalized level. Page key on base
"beeps" handset. Has 30 -memory speed -
dialing, flash, privacy button anc touch- redial.
Auto -load and COM- LOK security system.
Ringer hi/lo/off. (TSP) 43-566 139.95

4 SEE PAGE 8 FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON TOUCH-TONE / PULSE DIALING


